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Cyclococks
fully revived
Club back at USC
for competitive,
recreational cyclists
Jonathan Battaglia

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Player seeks sixth year
Forward Dominique Archie hopes to use his November injury as grounds
to return to USC.

See page 9

Cyclists at USC f inally
h a v e a n a c t i v e c lu b f o r
bik ing wit h t heir f riends
or competitively. The bike
club, who refer to themselves
as t he Cyclocock s, are
fully revived after years of
inactivity.
The t ransformat ion
started in 2006, when USC
student Jay Fowler e-mailed
people in the South Carolina
net work who ment ioned
cycling in their interests.
Harrison Floyd, a fourthyear mechanical engineering
student who was a freshman
at the time, was one of the
students to take interest in
the new club.
H a r r i son , who i s now
t he c lub’s c o -pre s ident ,
oversaw t he club g row t h
since 2006 and introduced
a compet it ive side to t he
club. This semester, the club
competed in its fi rst cycling
competition in Tallahassee,
Fla.
E r ic C a s h , t h e c l u b’s
t rea s u rer, placed i n t he

top 10 in the 32-mile race.
Cash has been cycling for
five years and also competes
with USA Cycling during
the summer.
“My dad’s always been
r i d i n g m y w h o l e l i f e ,”
s a id C a s h , a t h i rd -y e a r
accou nt i ng a nd globa l
supply com mu n icat ion
student . “I don’t know why
it took me so long to pick up
a bike, but now it takes up a
lot of my time.”
But a large part of t he
club consists of recreational
riding around Columbia.
The club meets twice a week
for road and mountain bike
rides.
In Columbia, Harrison
said drivers’ behavior can
be da ngerous for bikers.
Columbia law states t hat
bi ker s have t he r ight to
cycle two-across , but often
times cars are too big and
st reet s a re to o sm a l l to
accommodate everyone.
“Motorists don’t really
respect that, so you have to
ride single fi le or they’ll run
you off the road,” Harrison
said. “So even though we
have t he r ight of way, it
doesn’t really matter because
they drive big cars and we
have little bikes.”
Nu merous bikers in

Swamped in work before
Spring Break? Check out
The Mix’s recommendations for study music will
keep you calm and cool
- and not distracted - as
you push through that
last studying blitz.

Columbia have been killed
or inju red because of
accident s w it h cars. The
Ghost Bike at t he corner
of King and Devine streets
commemorates the death of
William Wilson, a Citadel
graduate who lost his life in
a hit-and-run accident.
For now, USC’s Cycling
Club is competing
sporadically in the
Sout hea ster n Col leg iate
Cycling Conference.
Har r ison hopes t he club
e v e nt u a l l y t u r n s i nt o a
competitive team.
“We have a little bit about
that now, but it would be
f u n to have people k now
t h at t he r e i s ac t u a l l y a
cycling team here at USC,”
Harrison said. “We hope
to become a mainstay on
campus.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Courtesy of Eric Cash

Eric Cash, Cyclocock’s treasurer, placed in the top 10 in the
club’s first competition in Tallahassee, Fla.

Chance of wintry precipitation
tonight into Wednesday morning
Jonathan Battaglia

See page 6
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Uncaging the Danimal
Spring break
doesn’t
have to have
high costs;
cheap, exciting excursions available around
South
Dan Solley
Carolina.

Mix

Courtesy of Eric Cash

Starting on the road to return in 2006, the Cyclococks have fully revived after years of
inactivity, gaining new members and beginning its transformation into a competitive team.

Columbia may see more snow

Best songs for your brain

See page 5
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Record snowful blankets the Horseshoe Feb. 12 and 13.

Multimedia room
draws diverse group
Richland County library’s
new features, events
have widespread appeal

MULTIMEDIA
Melissa Schaub
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Off-Campus Housing
Check out a video interview
with Craig Haughton the
senior property manager
of The Retreat, a popular
off-campus living option for
students.
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Columbia residents could see their second
dose of wintry precipitation Tuesday night into
Wednesday morning.
The National Weather Service is predicting a
mix of rain and snow in the early morning hours
of Wednesday. The storm is expected to begin as
a cold rain Tuesday morning.
Temperatures are expected to be in the low
40s and high 30s throughout the event, making
the likelihood of accumulation on paved surfaces

It has flat screen TVs and couches, but
Room 1431 isn’t a club in Five Points.
It’s Richland County Public Library’s
video and sound room on the fi rst floor.
Recently, the room has seen an increased
amou nt of t raf f ic as more and more
people seem to be taking advantage of
the less traditional materials the library
has to offer.
“We seem like we’ve been a lot busier
within the last six months,” 1431 assistant
Joey LeRoy said.
Part of this increased interest could
be tied to the economic recession, but
it also could be tied to unique, librarysponsored events that spark interest in
Room 1431 and non-print materials.
The library hosts a popular “Lunch and
Listen Music Series” once a month when
patrons are invited to bring their lunches
to the library and to enjoy the music of

local performers.
“We’ve had upwards of 50 to 60 people
here before,” LeRoy said of the series.
“It certainly helps the artists that play
because t hen people check out t heir
CDs.”
The library also holds movie series
screenings in its auditorium and puts
on a Wii night when people can come
in and play video games on the popular
Nintendo Wii game system. With access
to interactive opportunities like these
and a collection of over 80,000 non-print
items, the room is attracting a diverse
crowd.
“It really has a widespread appeal,”
LeRoy said. “We get people of all ages in
here; it’s a mix all the way from little kids
to senior citizens.”
R o o m 1431’s w i d e s p r e a d a p p e a l
can also be ascribed to the amount of
variety that it offers. It has sections for
different age groups and an eclectic mix
of fi lms, from mainstream comedies and
blockbusters, to sophisticated foreign
films and educational documentaries.
Both the movie section and the CDROM section are labeled by genre so that
Library ● 2

slim. Refreezing of snow and ice could make for a
treacherous commute Wednesday morning.
As of Monday night, the Universit y had
not made any announcement on delays or
cancellations.
In the western part of the state, 14 counties
are under a Winter Storm Watch or a Winter
Storm Warning. The National Weather Service
is predicting 2 to 4 inches for Greenville and 1 to
3 inches for Greenwood.
Columbia Metropolitan Airport received 8.6
inches of snow on Feb. 12 and 13, making it the
fifth-largest snowstorm in the city’s history.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

WRITER SPEAKS
ON MASS MEDIA
A prominent political journalist
and author will be giving a lecture
on politics and the mass media on
campus this afternoon.
Dan Balz, a political correspondent
for The Washington Post, will be
speaking at 3:30 p.m. in room 008 of
the Darla Moore School of Business.
His lecture includes a question-andanswer session.
BALZ
He is also giving a private lecture
to a class earlier in the day.
Balz has covered politics for the newspaper since
1978 and is considered one of America’s leading
journalists. His most recent book, “The Battle for
America 2008,” gave a behind-the-scenes look at the
candidacies of Hillary Clinton, John McCain and
Barack Obama. Balz frequently appears on television
to discuss American politics.
His visit is f unded by the dean’s f und of the
College of Arts and Sciences.

-— Compiled by Josh Dawsey
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Mom’s appeal hangs in balance Whale attack witnesses speak Haitian schools get fresh start
A judge plans to throw out Susan Smith’s request for a new
trial unless the South Carolina mom convicted of leaving
her two young sons in her car to drown in 1994 can come up
with better arguments.
Smith filed a handwritten appeal earlier this year, claiming
unspecified allegations of prosecutorial misconduct and said
she was abused by her now ex-husband, David Smith.
She didn’t detail the abuse and a prosecutor who tried her
said an investigation did not fi nd any wrongdoing by her
ex-husband.
Circuit Judge Lee Alford has given Smith 20 days to give
better reasons to allow her appeal to continue. Smith, who
is representing herself, has refused interview requests from
The Associated Press since she was convicted in 1995 of
leaving 3-year-old Michael and 14-month-old Alex strapped
in their car seats as she rolled her car into a Union County
lake in the northwestern part of the state.
The case incensed the black community because Smith
claimed a black man carjacked her and drove off with the
children.
Prosecutors said Smith killed her sons because a wealthy,
well-connected man she was having an affair with cut off the
relationship.
In her appeal, Smit h ment ions “battered woman’s
syndrome,” which is normally used when someone kills a
spouse or boyfriend because they are being abused.
Smith’s former husband hasn’t returned several messages
from AP. But prosecutor Kevin Brackett said Monday he had
never heard anything bad about David Smith.
“David Smith has a right to put this behind him,” Brackett
said. “Every time this case comes back up, it picks at a scab.”
Prosecutors sought the death penalty for Smith, and
Brackett pointed out her lawyers vigorously fought to save
her life. Smith’s lawyers brought in testimony she had sex
with her stepfather and several other men to argue she was
depressed and intended to stay in the car and commit suicide
with her sons, but decided to jump out after releasing the
emergency brake.
The appeal also said Smith’s “Amanda Rights” were
violated, apparently referring to her Miranda right to have
a lawyer present when police question a suspect. And the
papers show Smith still sometimes dots her ‘i’s with little
circles — just like she did in her written confession more
than 15 years ago.

MIAMI, Fl. — A killer whale that dragged a trainer to
her death eluded SeaWorld workers who furiously unfurled
nets while it swam pool-to-pool during the attack last week,
according to witness statements released Monday.
After minutes of frenzied work to save Dawn Brancheau,
the whale was finally corralled but still refused to unclench
its teeth and let go of her body, according to the investigative
reports released by the Orange County Sheriff’s Office.
Investigators have said before that Brancheau died from
multiple traumatic injuries and drowning.
“The whale would not let us have her,” another trainer,
Jodie Ann Tintle, told investigators after the Wednesday
attack.
In the investigative reports, Brancheau’s co-workers
describe the swiftness of the attack and the furious response
that came after alarms sounded around the pool. Employees
who were at other pools, behind computers or emptying
coolers of fish rushed to the scene.
The reports released Monday include the first extensive
accounts from employees who witnessed the attacks at the
park in Orlando.
Jan Topoleski, whose job is to monitor trainers’ safety
during shows, told investigators he saw Brancheau lying on
the deck face-to-face with the 22-foot-long, 12,000-pound
whale and communicating with him right before the attack.
He said the whale, named Tilikum, bit Brancheau’s hair and
pulled her into the pool in a span of about two seconds. He
sounded an alarm and grabbed safety equipment.
Susa n ne De W it , a 33-year-old tou r ist f rom t he
Netherlands, told investigators her group had just walked
to a window for a photo when she saw the attack. The attack
occurred in front of about 20 visitors who had stuck around
after a noontime show.
“Suddenly I saw (the whale) grabbing the trainer ... and
pulling her down in the water,” she said. “It was scary. He
was very wild, with the trainer still in the whale’s mouth, the
whale’s tail was very wild in the water.”
Tanner Grogan, who scrambled to help other employees
unfurl nets to isolate Tilikum, said the whale at one point
let go for several seconds, but snatched Brancheau again by
the foot before anyone could react. The plastic, weighted
nets — similar to temporary fencing used at construction
sites — were unrolled and dropped in the water to help direct
the whale to a pool with a hydraulic lift.
It’s not clear how long it took workers to finally trap the
whale in a pool with the lift, which they used to remove him
from the water. One witness said it seemed like 10 minutes.
Another said it could have been as long as 30 minutes.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — After seven weeks with
seven kids huddled under a shelter of tarps and bed sheets on
the median strip of a busy road, Lissithe Delomme says the
Haitian government can’t reopen schools fast enough.
“If they would open right now I’d be pretty happy,” she
said, trying to ignore the tumult of two of her boys wrestling
as she fried up a batch of plantains for sale. “They’re just
sitting around doing nothing.”
The Jan. 12 quake dealt a devastating blow to Haiti’s
already struggling schools: More than 80 percent in the
earthquake zone were damaged or destroyed. All in Portau-Prince and the other affected towns remain closed, and
with tens of thousands of bored and restless children living
in increasingly squalid encampments, patience is growing
short.
On Monday, a group of private school directors delivered
a petition to President Rene Preval decrying the lack
of government action and demanding schools reopen
immediately — be they in tents, temporary buildings or
other makeshift facilities.
But some are urging caution before rushing back into a
system that never really worked in the first place.
“This is an opportunity in a lifetime to radically change
the educational system in Haiti,” said Marcelo Cabrol,
head of the Inter-American Development Bank’s education
division. “We want to be aggressive.”
The problems are monumental: Just one in 10 Haitian
teachers is a qualified educator, according to the IADB
— and a third have not even completed ninth grade. The
government is unable to support more than a handful of
schools, leaving the system dominated by f ly-by-night,
for-profit storefront schools whose onerous fees and other
costs keep half of Haiti’s children from enrolling at any given
time.
Buildings were so unsafe that one school collapsed on its
own in 2008, a year and three months before the quake,
killing 100 students and adults.
Wealthy Haitians and foreigners opt out entirely, putting
their children in upscale schools that cost some $8,000 per
year — more than most Haitians will spend on food and
basic necessities in 20 years.
Education advocates see a chance for a fresh start.
Celebrities like Shak ira, Nicole K idman and Keith
Urban have pledged money to rebuild individual schools
and prominent U.S. educators are volunteering to help
restructure the system.

— The Associated Press
Library ● Continued from 1
patrons can fi nd what they like.
“I come here once a week ,” librar y
patron Bob Guild said. “I come for films.
They have a great selection.”
The increased usage of 1431, however,
does not mean that other sections of the
library are being used less. Though 1431
attracts with comfortable couches, f lat
screen TVs and a helpful staff, other parts
of the library remain busy as well. Guild
said he uses the fi lm and sound area every
time he comes to the library, but defi nitely
still uses the library to check out books.

“Oh sure, I come here to rotate my
DVDs, but I’ve always got something I’m
currently reading,” Guild said.
Guild’s attitude toward the Richland
County Public Library seems to parallel
la rger so c iet a l t rend s a nd at t it ude s
about library usage. Though people are
beginning to utilize the library for its less
traditional materials, there is no evidence
t hat book s w ill be going out of st yle
anytime soon.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Visit the Verizon Wireless booth and get the
lowdown on our amazing career opportunities!
Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Richland County Public Library’s room 1431 adds new dimension and variety for patrons.
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Tekedra Hankins & Owen Black
American Advertising Federation
recognizes minority students,
send them to NY for opportunity
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER

Two USC students were awarded a trip
to New York City after being recognized
by the American Advertising Federation.
O wen Black , a market ing and
ma nagement st udent , a nd publ ic
relations student Tekedra Hankins were
both nominated for the honor by Bonnie
Drewniany, the faculty advisor for the
Universit y’s A A F chapter. Black was
named among the AAF’s Most Promising
Minority Students while Hankins was
n a me d t o t he org a n i z at io n’s Mo s t
Promising Honor Roll.
Every year, the American Advertising
Federat ion recog n izes top m inorit y
st udent s across t he nat ion who
d e m o n s t r at e le a d e r s h ip a n d s h o w
promise in the career field. This year,
two USC seniors were honored at the
organization’s luncheon in New York
City.
B ot h s t ude nt s we r e s e le c t e d f or
t heir leadership and ext racurricular
involvement at USC. Hankins, however,
did not always have an interest in this
career path. Until her sophomore year,
her major was criminal justice because
she wanted to be an attorney.
“I switched after tak ing a criminal
law class and realizing that it was simply
an interest and I couldn’t see myself
happily doing that for the rest of my life,”
said the Columbia native. “I knew that I
loved writing, meeting new people and
public speaking so [the Career Center]
suggested I look into the Journalism
school.”
After taking a few journalism classes,
Ha n k i ns sa id she loved it f rom t he
beginning. She is also involved in many
ex t racurricular act iv it ies, including
being a Resident Mentor and a member
of Sigma Gamma Rho Sororit y, Inc.,
A lpha Lamda Delta and the National
Scholar’s Honor Society.
Post-graduation, Hank ins hopes to

earn her master’s and eventually work
in governmental affairs. She currently
i nter ns i n t he com mu n icat ions
depa r t ment of t he S out h Ca rol i n a
Department of Corrections.
“I really enjoy it and doing something
of t h at n at u r e f u l l-t i me wou ld b e
amazing,” Hankins said.
Though she was u nable to at tend
the A AF luncheon in New York City,
Ha n k i ns sa id she has st i l l received
several calls and e-mails from interested
employers.
Black, on t he ot her hand, had t he
opportunity to attend the all-expensespaid luncheon in early February. This
was Black’s first time visiting the city,
and he said they stayed right down the
street from Times Square.
“New York is just so big; I love it,” said
the Elgin native, adding that he would
like to work there after he graduates.
At USC, Black has been an account
supervisor for the Carolina Agency, a
public relations firm that handles real
clients. He is also the founder of One
Flag SC , wh ich aims to remove t he
confederate f lag from the statehouse
for the economic well-being of South
Carolina.
“Our argument is purely financial,”
Black said, acknowledging that there are
many arguments pertaining to the flag’s
removal, but the economic points are
sometimes overlooked.
W hile Black said the NA ACP has a
boycott on the state, the NCA A won’t
hold tournaments in the state of South
Carolina because of the Confederate flag.
“A lot of people in the state don’t know
they’re losing money from it,” Black said.
“We can be southern without the flag.”
W it h i nterest s i n adver t isi ng,
marketing and public relations, Black
had the opportunity to interview with
companies while at the luncheon in New
York. However, he said he is not entirely
sure which direction he will go when he
graduates.
“You never want to put yourself in one
box,” Black said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Ford will not run for Senate seat
against Gillibrand in NY primary
Race would end
in divided, weakened
Democratic party
Sara Kugler
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Former
Te n ne s s e e c o n g r e s s m a n
Harold Ford Jr. said Monday
he won’t c h a l lenge Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand in this fall’s
Democratic primary because
he doesn’t want to divide and
weaken the party.
In a New York Times op-ed
posted online for Tuesday’s
editions, Ford said he believed
he could have won but didn’t
want to risk a bitter primary
that could help a Republican
take the seat.
“I’ve examined this race
in every possible way,” Ford
wrote, “and I keep returning
to t he same f u ndamental
conclusion: If I run, the likely
result would be a brutal and
highly negative Democratic
primar y — a primar y
where the winner emerges
weakened and the Republican
strengthened.”
Ford moved to New York
after losing the 2006 U.S.
Senate race in Tennessee,
tak ing a job with Bank of
America Merrill Lynch. He
had spent the past seven weeks
traveling the state and meeting
w it h voter s, Democ r at ic
d i g n it a r i e s a n d e l e c t e d
officials to gauge support for a
potential campaign.
Many in the Democratic
est abl ish ment back i ng
Gillibrand, including t he
White House and New York
Sen. Charles Schumer, sought
to d iscou rage Ford f rom
running. In Ford’s op-ed,
he complained of the party’s
“campaign to bully me out of

the race,” claiming it showed
Democrats are nervous.
Gillibra nd, who was
appointed to her seat last
year when Hillary Rodham
Clinton became U.S. secretary
of state, ignored Ford when he
first declared he was testing
the waters. But after Ford
began regularly challenging
her, the race that was not yet a
race quickly turned ugly.
Ford ca l led Gi l l ibra nd
various names, including a
hypocrite, a liar, an unelected
senator and a parakeet who
t a kes posit ions based on
whatever party leaders tell her
to do.
Gillibrand sought to paint
Ford as a wealthy carpetbagger
who cares only about his Wall
Street friends and has tried to
hide the conservative streak
that made him popular in
Tennessee.
As a congressman, Ford
described himself as “prolife,” said illegal immigrants
should be deported if caught
and voted for a constitutional
amendment to define marriage
as a union between a man and
a woman.
Gillibrand spokesman Glen
Caplin said that no matter
who her opponent is this fall
she would “wage a vigorous
campaign on her strong record
and her vision for New York.”
The news about Ford was
greeted with relief by some

Democ rat s who fea red a
protracted primar y battle
would leave them vulnerable
to a Republican challenge
in November. State part y
chairman Jay Jacobs said Ford
“sacrificed his opportunity for
the greater good.”
“I’m very pleased that he
made that decision,” Jacobs
said. “I had stressed to him
we need the Democratic party
unified.”
T h o s e b e l ie v e d t o b e
considering runs on the GOP
line include real estate tycoon
and Daily News publisher
Mortimer Zuckerman and
for mer G eorge W. Bu sh
ad m i n ist rat ion adv iser
Dan Senor. Attorney Bruce
Blakeman has declared his
candidacy.
Ford would have faced the
challenge of running without
wide support from New York’s
Democratic power brokers.
Gillibrand has spent months
lining up endorsements from
labor unions, politicians and
interest groups crucial to
Democrats running statewide
races. She has been endorsed
by leaders of 59 of New York’s
62 county party organizations,
including those in Democratheav y Manhattan and the
Bronx.
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BGTime seeks to close generation gap
Students receive experience, wisdom
through working with senior citizens;
seniors receive technological training
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

Technology of the 21st century and of the baby boomer
generation are interacting with the help of USC students.
Bridging Generations through Technology Information
Media and Engagement, or BGTime, is a multimedia
program designed to assist senior citizens in becoming more
familiar with today’s complex and digital technology.
BGTime made its advertisement to students at the
Carolina Coliseum Monday evening about its mediaaffiliated business. The program was trying to recruit
students for the next school year, during which BGTime
Project Director, Carolyn Holderman, said there will be
changes.
“Our goal is to make seniors be able to do such things on
their own,” Holderman said.
Next year, the program plans to expand even more.
“O ne of ou r pl a n s i nc lude s s t ude nt s ac t i n g a s
correspondents and thus having them do more stories and
interviews,” she said.
There will also be an “AskBGTime,” in which seniors
can pose questions to their peers about health, fi nancial,
legal and other concerns. Between the summer and fall,
cyber-cafes will be implemented at the South Carolina
State Museum and the State Library located on Bull Street.
Students and seniors can meet there.
Randy Covington, a staff member at the School of Mass
Communications and Information Studies, said BGTime is
a great opportunity for students. They can gain real-world
reporting experience, build their resumes, accumulate
diverse media samples for a portfolio and learn social media
skills that employers may find attractive.
“If you’re looking for a job, this will definitely benefit you,”
he said.
Covington is also the director of the IFRA Newsplex, so
he works with this news media everyday.
“We get this convergent journalism experience all over
the world and now we can share it with the students, and
through them to the seniors.”

Dean Charles Bierbauer was also in attendance and said
that although he would like to think otherwise, he himself
qualifies as a senior.
“Seniors do have value; they vote, have real-world concerns
and have amazing stories to tell,” Bierbauer said. “They may
be into Gamecock football, too.”
He said that the university is all about making a servicelearning community for the seniors, and the students as well.
Alyssa Hasell, a third-year public relations student, has
been working with BGTime for some time and enjoys it.
“I’m definitely glad I did it. Their stories are more
interesting than my own,” she said. “I gained a lot more
than just a part-time job and a check.” Students seeking
more information should visit the Web site BGTIME.org.
However, Covington said that this program does require
people to work.

“It’s hard to juggle all the things you have to worry about
in college, but if you care enough you can make it happen,”
he said.
Students will have to put in 100 hours of work throughout
the school year calendar and possibly the summer, depending
on the schedule they set up with their assigned senior.
Along with the experience they receive, students who put
in the effort can receive a $1000 stipend. David Purtell, a
third-year print journalism student, said the program was
fairly interesting.
“You can gather an oral history from people who won’t
always be around and keep it forever,” he said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Bridging Generations through Technology Information Media and Engagement is recruiting students for the 2010-2011 year.

Firearm owners applaud Starbucks’ position on openly bearing guns
Rights movement utilizes
chain’s stance to further cause
Greg Bluestein
Associated Press

Dale Welch recently walked into a Starbucks
in Virginia, handgun strapped to his waist,
and ordered a banana Frappuccino with a
cinnamon bun. He says the firearm drew a
double-take from at least one customer, but not
a peep from the baristas.
Welch’s foray into the coffeehouse was part
of an effort by some gun owners to exercise
and advertise their rights in states that allow
people to openly carry firearms.
Even in some “open carry” states, businesses
are allowed to ban guns in their stores. And
some have, creating political confrontations
with gun owners. But Starbucks, the largest
chain targeted, has refused to take the bait,
saying in a statement this month that it follows
state and local laws and has its own safety
measures in its stores.
“Starbucks is a special target because it’s
from the hippie West Coast, and a lot of
dedicated consumers who pay $4 for coffee
have expectations that Starbucks would ban
guns. And here they aren’t,” said John Bruce, a
political science professor at the University of
Mississippi who is an expert in gun policy.
Welch, a 71-year-old retired propert y
manager who lives in Richmond, Va., doesn’t
see any reason why he shouldn’t bear arms

while he gets caffeinated.
“I don’t k now of anybody who would
provide me with defense other than myself, so
I routinely as a way of life carry a weapon —
and that extends to my coffee shops,” he said.
The fight for retailers heated up in early
January when gun enthusiasts in northern
California began walking into Starbucks and
other businesses to test state laws that allow
gun owners to carry weapons openly in public
places. As it spread to other states, gun control
groups quickly complained about the parade of
firearms in local stores.
Some were spontaneous, with just one or
two gun owners walking into a store. Others
were organized parades of dozens of gun
owners walking into restaurants with their
firearms proudly at their sides.
In one case, about 100 activists bearing
arms had planned to go to a California Pizza
Kitchen in Walnut Creek, Calif., but after it
became clear they weren’t welcome they went
to another restaurant. That chain and Peet’s
Coffee & Tea are among the businesses that
have banned customers with guns.
Just as shops can deny service to barefoot
customers, restaurants and stores in some
states can declare their premises gun-free
zones.
T h e a d v o c a c y g r o u p O p e n C a r r y.
org, a lead i ng g roup encou rag i ng t he
demonstrations, applauded Starbucks in a
statement for “deciding not to discriminate
against lawful gun carriers.”
“St a rbuck s is seen a s a re spon sible
corporat ion and t hey’re seen as a ver y

progressive corporation, and this policy is
very much in keeping with that,” said John
Pierce, co-founder of OpenCarry.org. “If
you’re going to support individual rights, you
have to support them all. I applaud them, and
I’ve gone out of my way personally to let every
manager of every Starbucks I pass know that.”
The Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun
Violence has responded by circulat ing
a pet it ion t hat soon at t rac ted 26,0 0 0
signatures demanding that Starbucks “offer
espresso shots, not gunshots” and declare its
coffeehouses “gun-free zones.”
Gun control advocates hope the coffeehouse
firearms displays end up aggravating more
people than they inspire.
“If you want to dress up and go out and
make a little political theater by frightening
children in the local Starbucks, if that’s what
you want to spend your energy on, go right
ahead,” said Peter Hamm, a spokesman for the
Brady campaign. “But going out and wearing
a gun on your belt to show the world you’re
allowed to is a little juvenile.”
T he cof feehou se debate has been
par t ic u larly poig na nt for g u n-cont rol
advocates in Washington state, where four
uniformed police officers were shot and killed
while working on their laptops at a suburban
coffeehouse. The shooter later died in a gun
battle with police.
Ralph Fascitelli of Washington Ceasefire,
an advocacy group that seeks to reduce gun
violence, said allowing guns in coffeehouses
robs residents of “societal sanctuaries.”
“People go to Starbucks for an escape, just

so they can get peace,” Fascitelli said. “But
people walk in with open-carry guns and it
destroys the tranquility.”
Gun control advocates have been on the
defensive. Their opponents have trumpeted
fears that gun rights would erode under a
Democrat-led White House and Congress, but
President Barack Obama and his top allies have
largely been silent on issues such as reviving
an assault weapons ban or strengthening
background checks at gun shows.
Gun rights groups are looking to build
on a 2008 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that
struck down Washington, D.C.’s handgun
ban, and cheered legislation that took effect
Monday allowing licensed gun owners to bring
firearms into national parks. Obama signed
that legislation as part of a broader bill.
Legislators in Montana and Tennessee,
meanwhile, have passed measures seeking
to exempt guns made and kept in-state from
national gun control laws. And state lawmakers
elsewhere are considering legislation that
would give residents more leeway to carry
concealed weapons without permits.
Observers say the gun rights movement
is using the Starbucks campaign to add
momentum and energize its supporters.
“They’re trying to change the culture
with this broader notion of gun rights,” said
Clyde Wilcox, a Georgetown University
government professor who has written a book
on the politics of gun control. “I think they
are pressing the notion that they’ve got a rout
going, so why not just get what they can while
they’re ahead?”
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Jobless fair shows
need for new focus
During the hustle and bustle of resume preparations and
professional wardrobe overhaul, career fairs can be pretty
intimidating. USC hosts several career fairs throughout the
year, some for the general student population and others
for specific fields and industries. But given the continuing
economic lull, are these events even worth the heels or ties?
Last week, st udents
attended
one of these career
Maybe these
fairs with hopes of internship
and job prospects
career fairs can serve opportunities
dancing like sugar plums above
hei r heads — but i nstead
as a message that treality
left them going home
with little more than a nametag
our plans could use and the disappointment that is
the current job market.
some tweaking.
“I was disappointed t hat
virtually no one was hiring.
All of the print operations I
interviewed offered internships, but no jobs. You shouldn’t
call it a career fair if you’re not offering anyone a chance at
a career,” said Justin Fenner, a fourth-year print journalism
student.
Yes, vendors are doing their best in these economically
troubled times, but shouldn’t USC get businesses to go to
these fairs that are actually hiring? Internships are great
for those undergraduate students, but as the soon-to-be
graduates look forward to speaking with potential new
employers, we need to be shifting our efforts to help them.
While the career center has been working hard to prepare
us all for after graduation, maybe these bleak career fairs
can serve as a message that our annual plans could use some
tweaking to adjust to the economic climate that surrounds
us. All the preparation in the world can do little if we leave
college with no idea what to do when nobody is hiring.
So while we applaud the career center on the effort, we
wish these businesses wouldn’t waste our time and hopes.
What should we do now? That’s the question we are posing,
and we hope this will be the next solution before we leave.
Because contrary to what we believed when we got here,
those degrees don’t turn into “Help Wanted” signs.

UNCAGING THE DANIMAL
Enjoy break without breaking bank
Alternative, cost-effective suggestions
for spring vacation close to home
The time of year has come again when
students across the United States are leaving
their books behind and heading to some
exciting destination for spring break — be it
snorkeling in Jamaica or shredding the gnar
on the slopes of Colorado.
Nevertheless, every year
thousands of students are
left behind, stuck at their
respective universities while
the rest f lock as far away
from campus as possible,
converting it to a ghost town
Dan Solley overnight. Some may not be
Fourth-year
able to leave because they may
pre-law
have job obligations or may
student
want to use the break as time
to catch up on academics (or
sleep).
However, chances are that the majority of
students miss out on an exciting spring break
trip because they simply do not want to fork
over the hefty price tag that comes along
with long distance travel and resort-like
accommodations. There is no need to sit
cooped up in your dorm room because your
bank account is in the red. Just like your
mother used to say — money doesn’t buy you
happiness.
In this case, spending an exuberant
amount of money is not necessarily required
to have a pleasurable spring break experience.
Although one is sure to have a great time
spending $1000 on an all-inclusive cruise
around the Bahamas, you can have just as

much fun here in Columbia’s backyard at a
fraction of the price. Drive just two hours
to the west and you can find yourself on the
infamous Appalachian Trail that spans the
entire east coast from Georgia to Maine.
Our very own outdoor center offers cheap
rentals that ensure your survival while
you trudge up and down million year old
mountains.
Not only will you find yourself in better
shape after a week of self-sustaining survival
in some of the most beautiful forests this
nation has to offer, but you may even come
across our lovely governor who apparently
backpacks the trail as a hobby. If steep hills
and single digit temperatures aren’t your
thing, you can travel just two hours east and
find yourself in one of the most historic cities
in the United States.
Rent a kayak from the same place you
rented your hiking boots and explore the
inlets and marshes of Charleston. If you
think you can brave the choppy waters of the
harbor, paddle out to Fort Sumter where the
first shots of the Civil War are said to have
occurred.
There are plenty of sandy islands for you
to set up camp, and forgo paying the price of
a downtown hotel, that are still close enough
to King Street where you can break from
paddling and enjoy a delicious meal, cold
drinks and shopping. Either option allows
for a fun and exciting week that is nearby
and will leave your wallet happy. No matter
what you decide to do this spring break,
please be sure to use your better judgment
and stay safe. We need you all to come back
to Columbia to join us for the St. Patrick’s
Day celebrations!

Brother-like relationship drives Canadian rivalry
North American countries alike;
greater respect, less resentment
results in strong alliance
The Vancouver Olympics came to a close with
the Canadian hockey team scoring a victory over
the U.S. to take the gold, avenging a loss to the
Americans earlier in the tournament. In the wake
of this epic showdown, it may be pertinent to
ask — just what is the relationship between the
U.S. and Canada? Friendly, suspicious and, above
all, confused.
The economic and strategic importance of
the alliance is clear. U.S. and Canada have the
world’s largest trading relationship. 90 percent
of Canadians live within 200 kilometers of the
huge, undefended border with the U.S..
In a Gallup poll conducted last month, 90
percent of Americans responded that they had a
favorable impression of Canada — higher than
any nation. On the other hand, only 68 percent
of Canadians had a favorable opinion on America,
according to a 2009 Pew poll.

If the U.S. and U.K. are cousins then the U.S.
and Canada are brothers, and it seems like Canada
feels its parents like the other brother better. The
U.S. is the world’s most powerful nation, so
it’s natural its neighbors will be overshadowed.
Even as both countries have benefitted from
their economic alliance, it is the
persistent complaint of Canadians
t h at t he U. S . do m i n at e s t he
relationship. Only 32 percent of
Canadians say they feel the U.S.
t a k e s i nt o a c c o u nt C a n a d a’s
interests when making its foreign
policy decisions . By contrast, 61
Richard
percent of Chinese thought the US
Wood
cared about its interests.
Forth-year
O n t he c u lt u r a l f r ont , t he
history
Ca nad ia n g r ipe is not lack of
student
attentiveness from the U.S., but
the opposite: Canadians fear that
A merican cult ure will overtake their own.
Canada is hardly the only country to worry about
the American cultural influence, but the situation
for Canadians is very acute. In 1971 Canadian
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, once voted the
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The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
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discussion in the University of South
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third greatest Canadian ever in a television poll,
said that the U.S. posed “a danger to our national
identity from a cultural, economic and perhaps
even military point of view.”
Cult ure may be the best explanation for
Canadian ambivalence to the U.S. I’ve found
that pointing out the similarities between the
two countries is not taken as a compliment but
as an insult. Canadians are sensitive to the claim
that they are just like Americans. Unfortunately,
they express this sentiment by proclaiming
how they are unlike America, which reinforces
the association between the two countries. If
Canadians are guilty of obsessing about America,
Americans are guilty of not caring enough about
Canada. Americans may like Canada, but not in
a respectful way. Americans also tend to envision
Canadians in reference to cliché stereotypes —
overly polite, hockey-loving, saying “eh.”
No matter what each thinks, they are alike.
We are free and prosperous nations, better off as
friends than enemies. Greater respect for Canada
and less Canadian resentment of America would
go a long way to ensuring this great lives on. The
rivalries can be left for the hockey rink.

Dear Editor,
I would like to thank the
Thomson Student Health
Center for their excellent
guidelines pertaining to the
question “What is Normal
Eating?.” These guidelines
have precisely zeroed in on
what “normal” means for the
typical American. “Eating
too many cook ies,” “Not
classifying foods as ‘good’
or bad’,” “trusting your body
to adjust to food intake”
and eating because you are
“bored or because you are
human” is all normal for the
average American.
Perhaps that’s why Type
II Diabetes, cardiovascular
d isease, ca ncer, obesit y,
chronic fatig ue and
depression are also becoming
normal.
At the risk of blowing out
of proportion the Thomson
St udent Healt h Center’s
guidelines, I would contend
t hat t he rat ionalizat ions
provided by said guidelines
a re e x ac t l y t he t y p e of
think ing that could, over
time, ruin one’s health.
As a certified trainer at a
nationally recognized gym,
3rd Place Mr. USC fi nisher
and 3rd degree black belt in
Tae Kwon Do, it’s safe to
say that I’m passionate about
fitness and physical activity.
I help my clients optimize
their nutrition for fat loss and
healthy tissue maintenance
and growth. I am confident
that the clients of mine with
the most admirable progress
are not eat ing too many
cookies or merely “trusting”
their bodies to deal with
excess ca lor ies. I nstead,
they exhibit self-control and
consistent effort.
The guidelines in
T hu r s d a y ’s “ E at i n g
D i s o r d e r s at C a r ol i n a”
article follow an unnerving
trend. A poster in the lower
level of the Strom proclaims
“Don’t Diet!” and “Support
Advertisers Who Use PlusSize Models!” Looking good
is not all about vanity — it’s
about being healt hy a nd
living a long and productive
life. Like our ancestors, we
are, attracted to fit, athletic
women because we k now
they will be able to care for
children for a long time and
strong men who can protect
their families and be good
providers.
So be wary of campaigns
that tell you to be happy
w it h t he way you a re.
S el f-i mprovement i s a n
accomplishment no one can
take away f rom you. Eat
a diet high in protein and
healthy fats, moderate in
carbohydrates and exercise
frequently. Look great, feel
great and live a long, healthy
life.
Jason Dammer
Third-year international
business, management student
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“Never answer a critic, unless he’s right.”
— Bernard M. Baruch
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STUDY MUSIC FOR YOUR SOUL
Well, ladies and gentlemen of the Carolina community, with precious little time left before the break,
professors are jamming as many papers and tests as possible into the remaining days like there’s
no tomorrow. Many studies have been conducted relating to the effect of music on academic study
habits — this is not one of them. It’s merely two compilations of tunes: one fit for a late-night studysession and the other for your morning walk to class.

LATE-NIGHT CRAM JAM:
For that night before, whether you find yourself reading chapter upon chapter of dusty, previously-unopened textbooks and novels or endlessly going over
flashcards for everything from theology to biochemistry, you want music that will keep you awake but not distract you. This is not a time to pull out your
favorite rock album or top 40 hits, because they’ll have you singing along, and thus neglecting your work.
Ideally, the night-time playlist includes long songs full of instrumental improvisation with a steady beat and few lyrics to attract your attention. Jam bands,
jazz and classical music, while not always the most popular party music, are the best for setting this tone.
Also, live tracks, while tending to contain more of these extended improvisations, unfortunately bring with them crowd noise and often off-the-cuff lines
thrown in by performers. If you’re trying to focus on American history, you don’t need people in the background yelling “Freebird” at the top of their lungs.
Here are a few examples of material you’ll want for this playlist:

“ROOM FOR SQUARES” BY JOHN MAYER
Unless you’re a die-hard Mayer fan, his breathy
crooning of “Your Body is a Wonderland” or
“No Such Thing” played low on iTunes and
minimized behind your slowly developing Word
document should give you a nice vibe without
inducing an impromptu dance session. His
acoustic guitar riffs and voice are mellow, and
the songs usually have a constant and regular beat, ideal for
absentmindedly tapping a foot or pen. Just stay away from
his blues-inspired live material, as that tends to quickly get
loud and out-of-hand.

“LEGEND” BY BOB MARLEY
Speak ing of mellow music to
nod a head to, reggae’s best-selling
album, with 20 million copies sold
worldwide , works for pretty much
any playlist. Featuring classic 4/4
reggae beats, soft organs, wah-wah guitar
and Marley’s and his background singers’
recognizable and soothing voices, the whole
album makes for a great undertone in any study
session. Make sure you leave the marijuana out
of the equation, though — it tends to defeat any
study effort.

“BUSTED STUFF” BY DAVE
MATTHEWS BAND
One of DMB’s quieter albums, it
emphasizes the incredible talent of each
member of the band, while sounding
controlled and well-produced. The
songs are all over three minutes long
and contain acoustic guitar-based melodies
with the other instruments and Matthews’
voice weaving soft layers over the top. Played
softly, the album will have you swaying to its
chorus lines while you scour your Romantic
poetry for any intimation of theme or motif.

MORNING GET-PUMPED WALK:
“WHITE LIES FOR DARK TIMES” BY
BEN HARPER & RELENTLESS 7
Still relatively new, this album packs
a pu nch t hat w ill get you t h rough
whatever exam you’re facing. Harper’s
driving lyrics and high-intensit y lap
guitar, backed by one of the tightest,
hardest-rocking bands to hit the scene
in t he past couple of years, bring a
sound unparalleled in modern music. Since your
walk is too short to listen to the whole album, go
right to “Shimmer & Shine” and you’ll get the
feeling you’re looking for.

The morning of your test, you wake up a few minutes early, take a quick shower, grab a coffee and you’re ready to go. As
you walk out the door, you put your ear buds in your ears and get in your gameday mindset. You throw out all that jazzy
improvisational crap — it’s time now for your anthems and top 40 hits to get some blood flowing to your brain.
You want your favorite songs. You want to know all the words and recognize every electronic boom and each note in the
guitar solos. Whatever gets you pumped: country, hip-hop, techno, put it on and turn it up. Here are some suggestions:

“ANIMAL” BY KE$HA
Granted, “Tik Tok” falls more into the
category of music to be played on an already
drunken strut to Five Points than an early
morning hustle to a Calculus exam, but
Ke$ha’s debut album is a college anthem
and practically forces one to sing along.
Anything carrying her brand of emotion and catchy
electro-pop thump is bound to put a little swagger in
your step as you make the walk from your dorm to class.

“SANDSTORM” BY DARUDE
You go to USC. This song is a fail-safe
way to jack your heart rate and get your
intellectual juices flowing.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

‘Hurt Locker’ prouder fumbles movie’s Oscar campaign,
breaks Academy rules by sending inappropriate e-mail
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

Two weeks ago, That’s Entertainment was about how this year’s Oscar-nominated
fi lms are using various strategies to try and net major wins at this Sunday’s ceremony.
Regarding “The Hurt Locker,” the Iraq war drama that’s slowly rumbled its way to
frontrunner status, this column claimed that the fi lm’s producers, cast and crew were
remaining “humble about its success.”
Well, that was before one of the fi lm’s producers and central fi nanciers, Nicolas
Chartier, sent out an e-mail to dozens of Academy members, some of whom are directly
involved in other fi lms nominated for Best Picture, urging them to vote for “The Hurt
Locker” and not, in his words, “a $500M fi lm,” referring to the $500 million budget of
global phenomenon “Avatar.”
Pete Hammond of the Los Angeles Times broke the news in a post to Oscar blog The
Envelope last Wednesday after he obtained the e-mail from an undisclosed Academy
voter. Chartier subsequently sent another e-mail apologizing to each member.
In his apology, Chartier said he acted out of his ignorance of the Academy’s campaign
rules, and that it was “wrong ... to ask for your help in encouraging others to vote for
the fi lm and to comment on another movie.” His actions are in direct violation of a
clause stating that e-mails “may not extol the merits of a fi lm, an achievement or an
individual.”
Top Academy officials called an emergency meeting late last week to debate what
action, if any, will be taken against Chartier and the fi lm. A PR statement from the
Academy said they would not make a comment until after fi nal ballots are due back from
members on Tuesday (today).
Importantly, “The Hurt Locker” itself cannot be disqualified. Most likely, the
Academy’s official action will either be to withhold several tickets to the ceremony from
“The Hurt Locker” team and their guests, or in the worst case, to remove Chartier’s
name from their list of producers for the fi lm. This means that, were the fi lm to win
Best Picture on Sunday, he would neither receive a statue nor take the stage.
The implications underlying this mess are how Chartier’s e-mail will effect whether
Academy members do or do not vote for his fi lm after receiving the message. While it
was not leaked until Feb. 24, the e-mail was sent several days earlier, on Feb. 19. Ballots
were mailed to Academy voters on Feb. 10 and are due today.
So with this potentially crucial e-mail falling roughly in the middle of the voting
period, will voters react against it and cast votes in favor of “Avatar” or another fi lm?
Chartier’s actions are reminiscent of other recent instances of foul campaigning.
In 2002, the rep in charge of campaigning Miramax’s “Gangs of New York” took out

Joel Ryan / MCT Campus

From left to right, US screeenwriter Mark Boal, US director Kathryn Bigelow, producer Greg
Shapiro and French Nicolas Chartier, pose for their awards for Best Film with their latest film ‘
The Hurt Locker’, in the media room at the British Academy Film Awards 2010.

advertising in newspapers featuring a letter from Oscar-winning director Robert Wise
urging voters to cast their ballots in favor of director Martin Scorsese, who at that point
had yet to win an Oscar. It turned out the publicist had written the letter himself; the
fi lm ultimately won zero Oscars.
In 2000, “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon” was docked four tickets to the ceremony
for not adhering to the rules for sending screeners — DVDs or tapes of the fi lm — to
the Academy. While “Crouching Tiger” won four Oscars, it lost Best Director and Best
Picture.
While “Tiger” and “Gangs” were never quite the frontrunners that “The Hurt
Locker” has become in their respective years, news of Chartier’s foible has sent Oscar
bloggers into a frenzy: what impact, if any, does this have on the fi lm’s chances to sweep
the big awards?
This has been an awards season fraught with plenty of discussion and surprises, and
it’s turned into one of the most competitive races in recent years. Hollywood loves a
good controversy, and the Oscars love to throw a few surprises into the mix. That’s
Entertainment.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
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PhD ● By Jorge Chan

Calendar of Events
What: AAAS General Assembly
When: 6 p.m.
Where: Russell House Theatre
What: “Greeks vs. GDI”
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Currell 107
What: Pastafarians Meeting
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Leconte 112
What: SHARE Meeting
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: RH Dining Room

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Baseball

Presbyterian
Today
7 p.m.
Carolina Stadium
Men’s Golf

Seahawk Intercollegiate
Today
All day
Willmington, N.C.
Women’s Tennis

What: RHA Senate
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Sumwalt 305

USF
Wednesday
2 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

What: Hillel Weekly Meeting
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: RH 303

Men’s Basketball

What: Carolinians Combating
Poverty
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH 302

Alabama
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
TODAY

Spurned ● By Jarad Greene

BROKEN EMBRACES
5:30 and 8 p.m., $7.51
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

TOMORROW

PROJECT CONDOM: SEASON 3
8 p.m., free to students
Russell House Ballroom

RANDY WEEKS WITH RAY BONNEVILLE
8 p.m., $6 in advance, $8 at door
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

ACOUSTIC SHOWCASE
6:30 p.m. doors, $3 over 21/$5 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

LOOK MEXICO, PATCHWORK MEDIC AND
FULL COLOR FOOTAGE
7:30 p.m. doors, $8
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

JEAN-MICHEL GOURY SAXOPHONE
ENSEMBLE
7:30 p.m., free
School of Mu sic Rec it a l H a l l, 813
Assembly St.

WACKY WEDNESDAY TRIVIA
8 p.m., free
Jillian’s, 800 Gervais St.

03/02/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

A R I E S Boost your
imagination by surfing the
Internet or reading fiction.
Images drive creative effort.
A partner provides reasonable
feedback, if you want it.

sure you’ve left enough money
to cover expenses.

LEO Money remains an
issue, but you find a way to
adjust spending or spread out
the payments.

T AU RU S W h at y o u
hear isn’t necessarily the final
word on what’s required. Ask
leading questions if you have
to. That way, you discover the
feelings behind the demands.

V I RG O Cont i nue to
address issues presented by
others. Unless you truly care,
allow them to have their way.
Meet your own needs later in
the day.

GE M I N I Now t hat
you’ve fully articulated your
message, you can race ahead
to convince others that your
creative logic will work.

LIBRA Everyone’s on the
same page now, and you reach
agreement on the magical
quality of the work. Logic still
provides the foundation.

CANCER If you travel,
remember to take you r
passport. Harmony at home
could be jeopardized. Make

S COR PIO Find
concrete words to describe
elusive feelings and ideas.
You know what you mean.

SAGIT TA R IUS W hat
seemed impossible yesterday
becomes almost ordinary now.

C A PR ICOR N Do
exactly what you want in a
social situation. Others have a
separate agenda that you don’t
need to follow. Manage your
own responsibilities.
AQUARIUS Someone
could talk you out of your cash
unless you’re careful. Listen to
emotional persuasions, then
season them with practical
logic.
PISCES Get your message
out to the public loud and
clear. Be sure to stress why it’s
urgent. Get under their skin.
Also, encourage feedback.

03/02/10

Solution from 03/01/10

ACROSS
1 Hippie
adornments
6 Weaponless
self-defense
10 Semi driver, at
times
14 Ancient people
of south-central
Mexico
15 François’s “with”
16 Neutrogena rival
17 Salem trials
crime
19 All in a huff
20 Shouts to a
matador
21 Convertibles,
slangily
23 More nimble
26 Worked in a
soup kitchen
27 Corp. head
28 “Our Gang” dog
30 North Pole crew
33 VCR button
34 Articulated
35 Remove from
text
36 Clumsy vessels
38 Jeweler’s glass
40 Dept. of Labor
agency
41 Pity-evoking
quality
43 Photos, brieﬂy
45 Met, as a poker
bet
46 Moral principle
47 Porterhouse, e.g.
48 Doe in “Bambi”
49 Surround, as
with a circle of
light
51 “Believe It or Not”
guy
53 1996 loser to Bill
Clinton
55 “M*A*S*H”
Emmy winner for
acting, writing
and directing
56 Childlike race in
“The Time
Machine”
57 Press
suppression
62 Smelter’s waste
63 Dian Fossey
subjects
64 Chicago hub

65 Makes doilies
66 Da’s opposite
67 Bit of casino
action
DOWN
1 Gift adornment
2 Inventor
Whitney
3 No. on a receipt
4 Fake drake, e.g.
5 Hauls with effort
6 Where pickles
are packed
7 Charlottesville
inst.
8 Offset, as
expenses
9 Square dance
group
10 Rocker Elvis
11 Aorta, for one
12 1870s Dodge
City VIP
13 Deli loaves
18 Trix and Kix
22 Elation
23 Predicament
24 Study intently
25 Shake things up
26 Set the stage for
29 Pedro’s uncle
31 Natural gas
component
32 Shipping route

Solution for 03/01/10

35 “The Munsters”
actress Yvonne
37 Galas
39 Pizzeria offering
42 Cinco y tres
44 Vagrants’
hangout
47 Inclined to doze
50 Highway through
the Yukon
52 Old Turkish VIP
53 Second to none
54 Earthen stewpot
55 Type of coach:
Abbr.
58 Society page

word
59 Crone
60 Vexation
61 Word before se
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Replacing
Colonel Reb
Five ideas for Ole Miss
as it embarks on search
for new mascot

Kara Roach / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC forward Dominique Archie, seen here in the season opener against Alabama A&M, will seek a sixth year of eligibility.

Archie requests sixth year
Injured forward to petition
NCAA for medical hardship
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Senior forward Dominique A rchie will
attempt to obtain a medical hardship sixth year
of eligibility after sustaining a season-ending
knee injury last November, with the chances
of winning the extra year “50-50,” according to
him.
“I’m not getting high hopes, I’m not trying
to get myself down,” Archie said yesterday in
his first public comments since suffering the
injury. “I’m getting myself prepared for both
outcomes.”
Archie was injured during USC’s matchup
against Miami in the championship game of the
Charleston Classic. The Gamecocks, who were
4-0 at the time and leading the Hurricanes when
Archie landed awkwardly after a breakaway
dunk, lost to Miami and have gone 10-13 since.
Archie had been arguably USC’s best player
up to that point.
“Here’s a guy that was playing better than
anybody we had and had really improved, was
playing with a lot of confidence,” USC coach

Darrin Horn said. “He’s already a fifth-year
senior, and he feels like he’s put in a lot of time
and paid a lot of dues. That’s a really tough thing
to deal with.”
Now, a waiting game will begin for the
Augusta, Ga., native. NCAA mandates insist
that the application process not begin until after
the season in which a student-athlete suffers the
injury.
However, Horn said that USC has begun the
process of preparing the paperwork and case,
researching more than 600 different previous
cases to try and find a precedent that matches
Archie’s situation and to “try and get as much
information as (they) can.”
“We’re already taking the initial steps we
need to do in terms of educating ourselves and
getting things together,” Horn said. “We’ve sat
down, Dominique and I, we’ve met with our
compliance officer which has to handle all of
that.”
Archie confirmed that he will definitely return
if granted the sixth year, but getting approval is
not a guarantee.
Various different factors come into the
decision, which is made solely by the NCAA.
“You’re at the mercy of the NCAA,” Horn
said. “You can do the best job you can, and
research and work, but ultimately it comes down

to them.”
There has been some talk that a potential case
would be built around injuries Archie may have
suffered in his first year at South Carolina, in
which he redshirted.
When asked if he had injuries during that
season, Archie said he suffered from “nagging”
issues.
Whatever the ultimate decision may be, one
thing is known: Archie will participate in Senior
Night on Wednesday with the rest of his class.
“Dominique has chosen to go ahead and go
through the festivities on Wednesday, only in an
effort to take part in it with the guys he’s been
with that are truly part of his class as a fifth-year
senior,” Horn said. “In no way is that indicative
of anything for next year whatsoever.”
Archie, who said that he has tried to block
out the play and has yet to see a replay, said that
rehabilitation is going well, but a return time is
not firm.
“The rehab’s going pretty good,” he said. “As
far as the time frame as when I’ll be back on
the court, the next time you all see me, I’ll be
playing a game.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Gamecocks to face Blue Hose
USC looks to bounce back
against in-state foe
Corbin Ensmiger

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Tonight the baseball team will
look to bounce back against instate opponent Presbyterian after
dropping two games out of three in
a weekend series at East Carolina.
Sophomore lefty Nolan Belcher is
expected to start for South Carolina.
Belcher, who threw a complete
game in a win over Ole Miss last
season, has pitched only two innings
so far this season, racking up four
strikeouts and only one walk, while
not allowing any runs.
Presby terian is having a
d isappoi nt i ng season t hus far,
coming into the game with a record
of 1-6.
South Carolina, despite dropping
two games in Greenville, stands
at 4-2 and is ranked No. 15 in the
nation by Baseball America.
In the last t wo games,
Presbyterian has allowed 26 runs,
so the Gamecocks will likely not
struggle with scoring.
S omeone l i kely to help t he
Gamecocks
get on the board is
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
junior Whit Merrifield. He has hit
USC outfielder Whit Merrifield is riding a 20-game hitting streak.
in every game this season and is

currently on a 20-game hitting
streak including last season . He
only needs to keep it going for five
more games to tie the USC record
for consecutive games with a hit.
Another key bat is senior catcher
Kyle Enders , who is leading USC
i n h it t i ng w it h a n aver age of
.450, which is ninth best in the
Southeastern Conference.
The game against Presbyterian
is t he la st before t he a lway santicipated series with Clemson.
The team will have to stay focused
and not look ahead toward their
rivals.
Last season, Presbyterian led
up until the seventh inning, when
South Carolina rallied with two
runs to win 6-5.
Presby teria n is hoping t heir
st a r ter, sen ior Je s se H a r mon,
can use his experience to t heir
advantage.
Last season, Harmon led the team
with 75 innings pitched. This year,
he has pitched seven innings with 10
strikeouts and no walks.
This will be the 60th meeting of
the two teams. South Carolina leads
the series 40-19 and has won the
last five.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

SEC Power Rankings: One Week Until Nashville
Some movement as season winds down
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

1. KENTUCKY
(No Change)

2. VANDERBILT
(No change)

3. TENNESSEE
(No change)

7. OLE MISS

11. AUBURN

5. FLORIDA

8. ARKANSAS

10. ALABAMA

6. GEORGIA

9.. SOUTH
9
CA
CAROLINA

4.. M
4
MISS.
IS STATE
((Up
U 1)

(Down 1)

(Up 2)

(No Change)

(Down 2)

(No Change)

(No Change)

(No Change)

12. LSU
(No Change)

As beloved and iconic
a mascot he was, Colonel
Reb had to go. Just had
to. In this day and age,
no matter how much you
argue about harmlessness,
overb e a r i n g p ol it ic a l
James
correctness and all that
Kratch
jazz, I’m sorry, but no one
Second-year
English student
in their right mind can
defend having Colonel
Reb, a visage of a Southern plantation
owner, patrolling the sidelines.
So, as a result, our friends to the
west in Oxford are searching for a new
mascot, a new face of Ole Miss athletics.
There have been several good ideas
proposed. Several ideas have been
generated by a n adver t isi ng f i r m
contracted by the university. Author,
Fanhouse.com columnist and questioner
of Tim Tebow’s chastity Clay Travis
suggested that a cartoon likeness of
William Faulk ner become the new
Rebel mascot. Personally, I think that’s
a solid idea, but I don’t see it happening.
Then there’s the rising movement to
install Admiral Ackbar. I tip my hat to
the enterprising souls that came up with
the idea because, if nothing more, it’s a
hilarious concept: taking the Supreme
Commander of t he Rebel A lliance
Fleet and making him the Supreme
Commander of the Rebel Nation.
Unfortunately, I don’t see George
Lucas signing the rights over. The guy
has proven that he has no sympathy or
care for us college-aged kids. The last
“Indiana Jones” movie was more or less
a kick to the groin of the childhoods of
our generation.
So, being the solutions–oriented
guy that I am, here are five ideas, in no
particular order, for the next Ole Miss
mascot.
The Groveskeeper: Ever ybody
knows that “The Grove” is the most
beaut if u l single spot in t he SEC .
Consisting of ten acres of field shaded by
magnolia, elm and oak trees, it has been
referred to as the “mecca” of tailgating,
and it is the site of the famous “Walk of
Champions,” where, on each gameday,
the entire Rebel team and coaches walk
in suit and tie towards the stadium.
So, why not celebrate that heritage
with the mascot? The Groveskeeper
could be simply a Colonel Reb-esque
figure in a green work suit who carries
some hedge clippers, or it could be a fun
blatant rip-off of Carl Spackler.
A rch ie M a n n i ng : No, I’m not
proposing that Ole Miss drag Archie
down onto the field at every game.
However, t here is no deny ing t he
absolute and unwavering devot ion
Rebels fans have for him. I mean, the
speed limit on campus is 18 miles per
hour for a reason.
So why not just come up with some
big cartoony football player (something
like those blow-ups you can get for
your front lawn), slap an 18 on its chest
and name it Archie? You could even
give it a T-shirt bazooka for an arm or
something.
T he Wa l nut t: Create a wa l nut
costume. Put some Western Division
championship rings on its fingers. Give
it some thinning hair up top. Tell it to
fold under pressure and to always fi nd
a way to win games it shouldn’t, and
lose those that it should. Last, name it
Houston.
Reb Jr.: I’m not aware of how likely
totally abandoning Colonel Reb is when
Ole Miss makes a decision on what
possibilities will be presented to the
student body for vote, but this to me
would seem like the best way to make all
parties happy.
Shave Colonel Reb’s head, give him a
cutoff leather vest, turn the beard into
a ZZ Top-type goatee and make him as
ripped as some guy on his eighth cycle
of HGH. Everybody wins here.
All of the history isn’t thrown out
the window, which appeases fans, and
at the same time its basically a fresh,
brand new start for those who opposed
Colonel Reb.
Howard the Duck: If those crazy
k id s a re de ad set on p oac h i ng a
character that Lucas has been associated
with , something tells me they might
have a fighting shot taking the biggest
embarrassment in cinematic history off
his hands.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE

Additional Info

Major credit cards accepted

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Help Wanted

Lifeguard Training & CPR re-certification classes offered at Harbison. For
more info contact D. Cartee @ 781-2281

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, customer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions
apply, call 772-4112 or apply online
BestUSCjobscom

Apartments
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

Help Wanted
Instructors

4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729

START A NEW CAREER
Lexington & Richland County has
ground floor opportunities outgoing, fun.
Men & Women NEED IMMEDIATELY
*No experience is required
*Some lifting required
Management trainee positions available
. Will provide necessary training
to earn high income.
Call Today , Start Tomorrow!!!
739-0180 Ask for Angie
PT JOBS AVAILABLE
INNOVATIVE COURIER SOLUTIONS
IS NOW SEEKING A PT SUPERVISOR
Must have customer service and computer skills. The job entails working in a
fast paced industrial environment. Must
be able to make timely decisions and
multi task. Answering phones, dispatching drivers, resolving customer and contractor issues and sorting product in
warehouse. ICS is a courier and logistics
company. We offer specialized logistics
services throughout SC. PT
Warehouse sorter positions also
available 3-9 M-F
PTHours avail 16:00-22:00
$10/hr M-F Pt Supervisory
4-7 $8.50/hr M-F Sorters
email resume:
cjones@innovativecourier.com
Fax 409-0960
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will
work with your schedule. Please apply
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498

Get Ready for our
Woman’s
Seminar in April!

Services
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

Get Your Car Ready for Spring Break!

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

27 Apts (1-5 BR) almost on campus.
803.318.0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

2BR 2BA - quiet neighborhood 6 miles
from dwntwn. Pets OK. Awesome Landlord! $715/mo. 439-2946
PLACE ON THE GREENE CONDO
2002 Greene St convenient to Starbucks & Gourmet Shop and groceries
2BR 2BA. Renovated with great paint
colors, new fans and fixtures. All appliances plus washer and dryer and
cute balcony with view of Shandon. Assigned parking. & keyed secure entry.
Available Aug 1st $950/mo includes
water. Call Mike @ 413-2516.

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Make Online Appointments!

“We take the worry out of your car care”
803-256-2110 • 1410 North Millwood Avenue

NOW HIRING!
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.
Free Training and Certification. Email
Jim Reiser @
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com
your current availability,
background/qualifications, and if you
will be here for the summer.

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Pasta Fresca seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

www.suddethauto.com

